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Mismatch Errors in the Measurement of 
Ultrahigh-Frequency and Microwave Variable Attenuators 

R. W. Beatty 

The mismatch error in the measurement of ultrahigh-frequency and microwave va riable 
attenuators is analyzed and expressions are derived. An example is given to show t hat the 
mismatch error in measurin g t he difference in atten uation between two attenuators is less 
than t ile sum of the mismatch errors obtained when measuring each attenuator individually. 

1. Introduction 

TIl e error r esulting from mismaLch ed generator 
and detector sections in the measurement of Lh e 
attenuation of a single attenuator is well known.1 

Th e corresponding e]")"ol" in th e m easuremen t of 
cha nges in attenuation is importanL in the calibration 
of variable attenuatol"s and in the calibration of 
l arge attenuators, using known pad as gage blocks 
or fixed attenuation standards. 

The calibration of a variable aLtenuaLo!" consists 
in measuring the change in the insertion loss as the 
attenuator dial moves from a zero or referen ce 
po ition to another posiLion thaL is marked or can 
b e read on a scale. Th e c1lano·e in Lhe insertion loss 
equals th e change in attenu ation if tbe attenu ato!" is 
placed in a r eflectionless, or matcll ed , system. 
There is always a degree of ullcertain ty r egarding 
t be match, dependin g upon th e accuracy of th e 
in truments used to indicate or recognize match ed 
condition s and upon th e reflections from conn ectors. 
For thi s r eason th e change in the insertion loss 
cannot be considered to be exactl? eq ual to the 
change in attenuation, and the clifl'crence is called 
the mismatch error. 

2. Expression for Mismatch Error 

A change in a variable attenuator from the 
reference position to another position is equivalent 
to removing one attenuator a'ld inserting another 
attenu ato!" in the circuit. The insertion loss, in 
decibels , of the attenuator 2 corresponding to the 
referen ce posi tion of the variable attenuator is 

L - 20 1 1(1- 8 11 r G) (1-S22r L)- 8~2rGrL I (1) 
- oglO SI2(1-rGr L) . 

The voltage-reflection coefficiei.lts r G and r L r efer 
to the generator and load, respeetively, and are 
measured at the terminals where the attenuator is 
inserted. The scattering coefficients 3 SIl , 8 12, and 

I C. O. :Nlontgolllory. 'l'cchniqueo( micl'o wave measu rements, p. 824 (NIcOraw
Hill Book Co. , Inc., New York, N. Y ., 194i). 

2 .. ce Appendix. 
3 The scattering coefficients SIlo S." and S" are in effect defined by eq 12 and 

flgnre 2. See also, C. O. Montgo mery, R . H . Dicke, and E. M. P urcell, l'1"in 
ciples or microwave circu its , p. 146-151 (Nl cG raw-l-IiIl Book Co., Inc., New 
York, N. Y ., 19'18). 
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S22 r efer to th e attenuatol", corresponding Lo the 
refer ence or zero position of the variable attenuato)" . 
The corresponding- insertion loss for a d i fferen Letting 
of the variable attenu ato r is 

(2) 

The change in th e insertion Joss is 

t<..L = L' - L = 20 10gI0 1; :z!- 20 lOg I O I ~J 

+20 l0glol(1- S:,rc)(1-S;2rL)-(S;?2)2rarLI, (3) 
(1-8 I1 r a)(1- SnrL) - Si2r ar L 

or 

t<..L = A'-A+ e, (4) 

wh ere 1' , A, and e in eq (4) correspond to th e three 
terms in eq (3) . Th e errol' e must be subtracted 
from th e ch ange in th e inser tion loss to obtain the 
change in attenuation, A' - .fl. 

The elTor term can also be written 4 

(5) 

where 1'1 and r~ are th e input-voltage reflection 
coefficients of the attenu3 tor terminated in 3 load 
having a voltage reflection coefficien t rL • 

The mismatch error in th e measurement of a 
single attenuator can b e obtained as a special case 
of eq (5). The reference attenuator vanish es in 
this case, changing 1'1 to rL, S12 to unity, and SIJ and 
S22 to zero. Substituting the e values for 1'1 and 
S22 into eq (5) y ields 

(6) 

whieh corresponds to eq (24), page 26 of the refer
ence of footnote l. 

S bst"t te' S + Sf,!"L dr'S' + (S:,)2I"L . (3) ~ U 1 U 1 1= 1l 1-S22['L an 1= 11 l-s~~ rL JJ1 eq . 
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3. Evaluation of the Mismatch Errors 

It is possible in principle to evaluate the mismatch 
error by m easuring the voltage reflection coefficients 
rG, rL, r l , r~, S22, and S;2, and substituting them 
into eq (5). 

In many cases, the magnitudes of the reflection 
coefficients can be determined, but their phases 
cannot be conveniently determined because of the 
limitations of a particular measuring apparatus. 
Equation (5) can then be used to find the limits of 
the mismatch error, permitting the phases of the 
reflection coefficients to have all possible values. 
The limit of error can be expressed in the form 

(7) 

and the corresponding limit of error for single 
attenuators is 

1 (1 ± Ir 1r Gi)(1 ± IS22r LI) 
Ellmlt= 20 oglO 11= IrGrLI . (8) 

For example, in order to reduce mismatch errors in 
the calibration of attenuators, the magnitudes of 
rG and rL are made a.s small as possible, and their 
probable amplitude is estimated from the accuracy 
of the apparatus used to recognize matched condi
tions and from the known connector characteristics. 
It is difficult to accurately determine the phases of 
these small reflection coefficients, and the mismatch 
error can generally be determined not exactly, but 
within limits. 

An example will illustrate the determination of 
mismatch error. If the voltage standing-wave 
ratios UG , UL, U r, u;, U2Z, and U~2 [u= (l + lr l)/(l- lr l)] 
corresponding to Ir GI, IrLI, Ir d, Ir; l, IS22, and IS~21 
are 1.1 , 1.1 , 1.2, 1.5, 1.2, and 1.5, the limits of 
error for the initial attenuator calculated from eq (8) 
are approximately ± 0.095 decibel. The corre
sponding limits of error for the final attenuator are 
approximately ± 0.185 decibel. The limits of error 
for the change in attenuation calculated from eq (7) 
are approximately ± 0.242 decibel. It is seen that 
the mismatch error for the change in attenuation is 
less than the sum of the mismatch errors in measuring 
each attenuator individually. 

It is often possible to determine the phases of 
r 1 , r;, S22, and S;2, enabling one to calculate the 
mismatch error within narrower limits. The error 
in measuring voltage standing-wave ratios and phase 
angles produces an error in determining the limits of 
mismatch error but is in general a second-order 
effect that can be neglected. 

----- ---
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4 . Appendix. Derivation of Expression for 
Insertion Loss 

The insertion loss of a four-terminal network IS 

defined by the equation 

L = 1 0 loglO ~:, (9) 

where P L denotes the power delivered directly to a 
load, and Pz denotes the power delivered to that 
load when the network is inserted between the load 
and the generator. It is assumed that the generator 
is stable and unaffected by chang-es in loading. 

The insertion loss of a four-terminal n etwork can 
be expressed in terms of its scattering coefficients 
S11, SIZ, and S22, and the voltage reflection coefficients 
rG and r L of the generator and the load. 

Referring to figl1l'es 1 and 2, the insertion loss is 

L 1 PL PI 1 PL 1 
= 10 OgIO P 'P = 10 OgIO P .- , 

I Z I 71 
(10) 

where 71 is the efficiency of the n etwork. If A and 
B denote the incident and r eflected voltage waves 
shown in figure 2. The efficiency is S 

IB212_IA2 IZ 
IA112_IB112 

The scattering equations of the network are 

BI = S11AI + SI2A2}, 

B2= Sl2Al + S22 A 2 

FIGURE 1. Load connected directly to~generator. 

(12) 

' Note that expressions of the fonn E·[ represenCthe dot, or scalar, product 
of two vector quantities. 
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FIG lJ llE 2. N etwo1'k inserted between gen emtor' and load . 

Bz 81 2 

Al 1- 8 zzr L ' 

therefore, 

Inspect ion of figure 1 leads to the conclusion 

PL /l - r or I /Zl - lrLI? 
PI = l - r or L "l - lr Ilz ' 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Substitution of these equations into eq (8) yields 

(16) 

282D52-G4-~ 

Since 

Lhe insertion loss may a lso be wriLten 

WASHINGTON, August 28, 1953. 
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